ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

A University Student Who Does not Know What a Square is?
Faculty have an academic responsibility to provide equal access to education for all students (Americans with Disabilities Act, 2000). This in turn means that faculty must make any identified accommodations in order to help students with special needs learn the content of their higher education courses. However, it is not always easy to comply especially when what is written on a student's Disability Support Services accommodations memo does not fully cover the student's needs. When a student is unable to identify what accommodations would best work for them, there are two routes for the professor to take: follow only the instructions written on the memo, or to adjust the accommodations provided in accordance with the spirit of the memo. The author chose the latter and hopes that by documenting experiences with teaching one student with special needs, other faculty members will be inspired to further adapt their instruction for those with special needs.
While teaching an undergraduate course on geometry to prospective elementary school teachers, the author noticed that one student, who will be called Tina for the purposes of this article, was unable to look anyone in the eye. It was strange because during the first class, the author asked all of the students in this class to create a concept map about their lives, and to present it in front of the class; everyone else was able to make eye contact during their short presentation. Tina approached the author at the conclusion of the first hour of class, and informed her professor that she is visually impaired. She also asked the author, "what is a square?" which was a surprising question to the author because none of the author's prior high school and college geometry students had ever asked her this question. 
Overcoming Obstacles
Tina told the author that her career goal is to teach mathematics and all other subjects properly to visually impaired students, without omitting to teach any necessary subjects. She always acted in a professional manner, even when other students in the class were not as courteous, and even when she was frustrated with her struggles to learn geometry. She is also a self-proclaimed "hard worker," and indeed she is one.
The author learned from colleagues that Tina had already failed this geometry course once, so she was retaking this The author sought other faculty members' help in teaching a visual subject to a visually impaired student.
Other faculty told me that it took at least two semesters and an independent study in a subsequent third semester, for Tina to pass each of her two prerequisite courses for geometry. The author wondered whether that would be an efficient way of teaching, and thought that anyone would be exhausted by the third semester of hearing the same, incomprehensible material repeated in the same manner. The author's colleagues overwhelmingly thought that, for Tina, geometry would be a harder subject that the prior two courses, since geometry requires more visualization.
Trial and error
Tina told the author that she would do anything to learn mathematics when given the chance. She also told the author that although she took many semesters repeating courses, she made sure that she eventually earned all A's.
The author asked Tina to tell her of a time when she felt that There were several issues involved in the beginning half of the semester. Tina was unable to catch up with the pace of the discussion, having not been able to quickly see the diagrams which the class were conversing. This made it difficult for her to participate during classroom discussions, and part of her grade was for her participation in class. Tina later resolved this situation herself by giving the author the handouts that she completed that day, for the author to grade as her participation. She also made an effort to contribute in whole group discussion when she did feel that she was able to contribute (even if she was incorrect). Tina did not raise her hand during every class period, but this token participation showed the extent of her efforts.
Another issue was Tina's inability to see the Geometer's Sketchpad software, which was heavily used in class, causing her to miss much of the discovery periods held in class and subsequently not understand the conclusions that were made in class. The university provided Tina with a university-owed laptop that had screen enlargement software installed; unfortunately, Geometer's Sketchpad software was incompatible with the screen enlargement software. Whenever possible, the author instead created paper or other hand-held manipulatives that would substitute for the concepts addressed in the software programs.
The main issue that the author observed was that Tina's poor achievement in class (during mid-semester she was on track to earn an F) was not due to lack of trying or good attitude on her part; Tina tried to her fullest extent. The very last accommodation that was made, which ultimately helped Tina the most, was to use untimed alternate assessments which Tina could complete as a take-home exam (for an example, see Appendix A). Tina had to create physical models, which the author described for her to create, and to research further or apply concepts that were included within the classroom content. Asking
Tina to apply classroom content required her heavily reviewing as well as her learning new content on her own pace outside of the classroom.
Conclusion
The student who is the subject of this article earned an 'A' in the class. Even though she was fearful of maths, and more fearful of how some of her prior maths teachers dismissed her as not being able to learn maths, she had a semesterlong learning experience about ways to accommodate special needs students. It was not the easiest semester for the author, but it was one of the most rewarding because Tina and the author knew that they both did their best.
Recommendations and Implications of the Study
There exists a variety of resources for those who are visually Although this approach was a procedural one, being able to solve this problem was a small victory for someone who had no prior successful geometry learning experience.
As one can see from 
